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KAYAKING & FISHING COLLECTION

Founded in 1950 by one man, the visionary HOBIE ALTER,
in his parent’s garage.
Inspired by his passion for the WATER, supported by his
family and community. Hobie created a LIFESTYLE around
fun and enjoying the environment.
Redefining limits through constant INNOVATION, Hobie
creates watercraft that allow people to experience and play
on the water in new ways.
A strong and unique HERITAGE that lives on, rooted in
decades of board shaping and boatbuilding knowledge.
Constructed with the finest quality materials, every detail
demonstrating the CRAFTSMANSHIP forever associated
with Hobie.
Built to go far and get you there fast, PERFORMANCE
oriented products that whisk you away to your
next adventure.
The only question is… What will you do next?
Join Hobie on the water and…

ALTER YOUR BOUNDARIES.

hobiekayaks.com
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THE HOBIE DIFFERENCE
At Hobie, helping people have unforgettable
on-the-water experiences, is what we do best.
We believe that kayaking and fishing should be accessible, rewarding and—
above all else—fun. This starts with locomotion. For many kayakers, long hours
of paddling can dampen their fun factor, and paddle splashes can startle fish
and wildlife. So we asked a hard question: why labor to pull with your arms
when it’s infinitely more efficient to push with your legs?

HOBIE MIRAGE KAYAKS
®

Here’s an overview of the innovative features that make
Hobie kayaks and fishing boats world-renowned:
We’d live on the water if we could. Since
everyone has to go home eventually, Hobie
kayaks come with ergonomic Molded
Carrying Handles bow and stern, with
another pair at mid-boat. They make shoreside handling as painless as possible.

Scud along under sail power.
The Hobie-exclusive

Sail Mount stands ready

for an optional Mirage Sail Kit.

The genius behind the Hobie MirageDrive’s double-scissor action was
developed by carefully studying how penguins swim. Our engineers realized
that these amazing birds’ efficient fin stroke was a perfect solution to powering
your kayak or boat. After countless hours of R&D and miles of on-the-water
pedaling, our breakthrough design linked a pair of cockpit-mounted pedals to
a set of powerful underwater fins that are constructed out of a flexible, durable
composite. When pedaled, the fins flex to assume the shape of a propeller
blade, scissoring back and forth on both the front stroke and the back stroke,
yielding a smooth, efficient ride.

You want storage? We’ve got it in spades,
with a large Covered Bow Hatch
accessing the hull up front. A security strap
with detachable clip tethers the hatch.
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The MirageDrive® 180 gets you where
you’re going with minimal effort. Hobie’s handsfree forward-reverse pedal propulsion system is
tough and time-tested, genius in action.

Stash fishing tools, gloves, sunscreen or
other items in the convenient MeshCovered Stowage Pockets. Keep a
cold one at hand in the Drink Holder.

Seating doesn’t come any more comfortable than
our hyper-adjustable Vantage CT Seating,
fit for a king. With breathable fabric, BOA®-set
lumbar support, and dual height settings,
you’ll never want to leave it. That’s why
it’s removable for use on the beach, in
camp, or even at home.

Negotiate surf-strewn beaches and rocky
inlets with the included Two-Piece

Paddle w/ Fiberglass Shaft.
Conveniently clips onto the hull when not
needed, which is most of the time.

The Twist and Stow Rudder
retracts easily onto the deck for
beaching, storing, or shallow running.

Steer with your fingertips.
The soft handle of the
Access more in-hull storage via Hobie’s
Twist and Seal Hatches with
clever corkscrew closures. Worry free:
The hatch lids can’t be left behind; they
are permanently attached.

Rudder Control

makes steering easy.

Fishing-ready fresh from the factory,
MirageDrive kayaks and fishing boats come
with molded-in Fishing Rod Holders.
Avid anglers can easily add a fish finder
to the Lowrance® Ready transducer
mount with its no-drill thru-hull cable plugs.
Catch ‘em up.

The enormous Bungee® covered
Cargo Area has room for all
the good stuff: tackle, camping
gear, an afternoon picnic, or an
optional Livewell or H-Crate.

hobiekayaks.com
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MIRAGEDRIVE 180

Hobie’s bio-engineered MirageDrive propulsion
system for kayaks was revolutionary in its inception in
1997 and has been evolving ever since. Now comes
the biggest advancement - so far. Introducing the
Hobie MirageDrive 180 forward-reverse propulsion
system featured in all 2017 model year Mirage kayaks.
Weighing in at under eight pounds, the MirageDrive
180 produces full power in both directions and offers
unprecedented maneuverability. The user can pull one
of two shift cables to pivot the fins 180 degrees, almost
instantly from forward to reverse and back again. The
dual fins provide shallow water access and easy shore
landings by simply pushing one pedal forward.
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Imagine the possibilities: backing fish out of cover;
safely fishing closer to obstructions; or fishing
downstream while holding in current. Hands-free
propulsion in any direction means better control:
to cast, to present baits, and to concentrate on
landing bigger fish. Pictures can be snapped or cold
beverage enjoyed on the way back in without
ever stopping.
The MirageDrive 180 continues to deliver on Hobie’s
legacy for snappy, reliable performance, confidenceinspiring power and all-day efficiency. But this is only
one element of what makes kayaking and fishing,
Hobie-style, so sweet.

The MirageDrive 180:
Shift into a new dimension.
Like all MirageDrives from the very first
introduced nearly twenty years ago, the bioengineered MirageDrive 180 – inspired by
nature - is a wonder. Under power, its efficiency
is unmatched. When at rest, the fins are
streamlined, producing excellent glide.

New 180 shifters spin the fins
from forward to reverse in a moment.
Uniquely, the MirageDrive 180
produces full power in forward or
reverse. Back off the beach or away
from a dock; pull fish out of cover;
and hold position in current.

Hands-free propulsion means your fishing rod, camera,

binoculars or cold drink are where they should be – in your hands.

The MirageDrive 180 can

navigate shallow water

by using partial pedal strokes
and the fins fold up under the
hull for beaching.

Glide Technology Delrin roller bearings
at key friction points reduce resistance for a
smooth and efficient ride.

The Click and Go mounting system
allows near effortless MirageDrive removal
for cleaning or storage. Installation is a snap.

The MirageDrive 180 is height

adjustable
from tall adult to child size. The crank
arms click quickly and easily into place along
the drum, providing a pedal stroke best suited
for your height.

The MirageDrive offers exceptional
quality with minimal maintenance.

A quick rinse with freshwater when you’re
done for the day and an occasional spray
with silicon lubricant is all it takes.

hobiekayaks.com
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VANTAGE SEATING
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Vantage

1) A commanding view.
2) An advantage or superiority.
3) The most comfortable seats in kayaking.

Hobie Vantage seats offer unparalleled adjustability for the utmost in comfort,
a drier ride, and longer days on the water. They feature breathable 3D mesh
that is cool, comfortable and supportive, minimizing pressure points, and BOA
lumbar support to customize your experience. Our industry-leading seats are
available in several configurations, each one maximized for its platform:

VANTAGE CT AND CTi SEATS
The CT (rigid hull kayaks) and
CTi (inflatable kayaks) are equipped
on most Mirage kayaks, plus the
Quest 11 and 13.
Pull the lever to adjust seat
back recline.
The height of the forward edge
of the seat bottom is infinitely
adjustable within a 3-inch range.
Deploy the Kickstand for a higher
Vantage point.

Vantage CT
Four folding legs allow you to
take the comfort shore-side.

VANTAGE ST AND XT SEATS
The Vantage ST is equipped on the
Hobie Mirage Pro Angler 12 and 14;
the XT on the Pro Angler 17T.
The main frame is made
out of durable anodized
aircraft aluminum.
Alter the seat bottom angle
and seat back recline using
integrated barrel adjusters.
The seat bottom folds up and
out of the way for additional
standing room.
Vantage XT

For extra visibility, raise the seat five
inches into the Vantage position.

Vantage ST

The Vantage XT and ST removes
easily for use on shore.

The Mirage Pro Angler 17T is so stable, Hobie made the XT seat three
inches taller than the ST.

hobiekayaks.com
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MIRAGE

The Sport is sized just right for quick escapes, nine easy feet of kick-back kayak. It’s

compact, but doesn’t skimp on comfort or storage. Back friendly; you shouldn’t break

a sweat getting to or from the water. Focus on fun; the durable polyethylene is carefree
and tough. The Sport has a big heart that equally loves pleasure cruising and teasing

bass in the sticks. Mirage Sport: L 9' 7"/2.92 m, W 29.5"/0.75 m, Cap. 225 lbs./102 kg
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THE AFTERNOON GETAWAY
Leave your cares behind. With
the right-sized Sport, it’s easy to
escape to a private beach.
Toes in the sand, then an easy
pedal back to the house or car.

THE SPORT PACKS A LOT OF
BOAT INTO A COMPACT PACKAGE

No hassles, no worries. The
perfect afternoon.

hobiekayaks.com
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MIRAGE

The legendary design that propelled the MirageDrive to fishing supremacy is better than ever. The time-tested
hull is an ideal blend of confident stability and smooth maneuverability. Yet quicker and nimbler than ever,
thanks to the efficient reversing MirageDrive 180. The deck is freshly redesigned around the marvelous

Vantage CT seat to maximize stand-up space and storage. Cruise, camp, or catch. Now available in distinctive
Camo, the Outback is packed full of fishing features, including the Lowrance Ready System that makes sonar
installation a cinch. Mirage Outback: L 12' 1"/3.68 m, W 33"/0.84 m, Cap. 400 lbs./181 kg
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THE DO-EVERYTHING
SPORTING POWERHOUSE.

hobiekayaks.com
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THE “REVO’S” WILL RACE
YOU TO YOUR NEXT ADVENTURE.
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MIRAGE

REVOLUTION 11 / REVOLUTION 13 / REVOLUTION 16

Sleek and stealthy, each of the “Revo” family is lightning fast off the line. The
11 is performance in a tidy package, easy to transport and store. The larger 13
is a quick, seaworthy and efficient design that hits the sweet spot for stability
minus any slowdown. The 16 is quickest of them all, with a long, lean hull that’s
low on drag and big on speed. The Revolution family is famous for covering
distance with ease, yet comes with all the essentials: molded-in rod holders,
multiple hatches and a spacious storage well.
Mirage Revolution 11: L 11' 6"/3.51 m, W 29"/0.74 m, Cap. 275 lbs./125 kg
Mirage Revolution 13: L 13' 5"/4.09 m, W 28.5"/0.72 m, Cap. 350 lbs./159 kg
Mirage Revolution 16: L 16'/4.88 m, W 27.5"/0.7 m, Cap. 350 lbs./159 kg

Revolution 11

Revolution 13

Revolution 16

hobiekayaks.com
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MIRAGE

WITH ROOM FOR TWO,
THE OUTFITTER WILL DOUBLE YOUR FUN
16
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Adventures are better with company. The Mirage Outfitter is ideal for
couples and families. Dual helm control means either of you can steer
this wide, stable hull. Or go solo. The Outfitter is the more compact
of Hobie’s pair of rotomolded polyethylene tandems, a little easier
to store than its larger sibling. Room for two doesn’t mean sacrificing
storage: utility trays, a trio of Twist and Seal hatches, and a large rear
storage area provide plenty of room.
Mirage Outfitter: L 12' 8"/3.86 m, W 34"/0.86 m, Cap. 425 lbs./193 kg

hobiekayaks.com
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A COUPLE’S CRUISE
Life is so busy. Let’s take some time off.
Hop aboard. There’s room for two, just me
and you. There’s nothing more we need.
Except a trip across a peaceful bay, or a
delightful loop around a local lake. Time
spent together is the best kind of time.
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MIRAGE

The Oasis is stretched-out and spacious, the more performance-oriented of
Hobie’s pair of tandems powered by the efficient, easy-to-use MirageDrive
180. So speedy yet boasting a robust carrying capacity suitable for a

weekend camping trip or fishing with enough gear to stock a tackle shop—
there are four convenient hatches and a generous on-deck storage area,

as well as molded-in rod holders. The Oasis gets the job done in style and

comfort. Mirage Oasis: L 14' 6"/4.42 m, W 33"/0.84 m, Cap. 550 lbs./249 kg

hobiekayaks.com
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THE PRO ANGLERS ARE
MEAN FISHING MACHINES
20
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MIRAGE

PRO ANGLER 12 / PRO ANGLER 14 / PRO ANGLER 17T

Dominate the water, fresh or salt. The Pro Angler 12 deploys all the

big-boat fishing features of the ‘PA’ series on a 12-ft. long platform that

fits neatly in the back of most any pickup truck. The larger ‘PA’ 14 offers

extreme fishing utility, with scads of (that’s six) horizontal rod lockers, and

enough tackle compartments to empty a store. The 17T has room to bring
a fishing buddy. All three boast large non-skid deck pads for standing,
a huge advantage for sight fishing. The ‘PAs’ offer a retractable skeg

for improved course-keeping, as well as innovative H-Rail for superior

flexibility in accessory rigging. The ‘PA’ 12 and 14 are now available in
distinctive Camo, with custom deck pads.

Mirage Pro Angler 12: L 12'/3.66 m, W 36"/0.91 m, Cap. 500 lbs./227 kg

Mirage Pro Angler 14: L 13' 8"/4.17 m, W 38"/0.97 m, Cap. 600 lbs./272 kg
Mirage Pro Angler 17T: L 17'/5.18 m, W 43.5"/1.1 m, Cap. 900 lbs./408 kg

Pro Angler 12

Pro Angler 14

Pro Angler 17T

hobiekayaks.com
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HOBIE MIRAGE PRO ANGLERS
Mirage Pro Anglers are the ultimate in
human-powered fishing boats.

Every inch of the Pro Angler family is geared specifically to put you on the fish.
Thoughtful design brings fishing utility once seen only on noisy powerboats to
an incredible stealth platform. These are stable, stand-able, confident cruisers,
effortlessly propelled by the MirageDrive 180 – now with shifters. Bring the
entire rod quiver, pour on the tackle boxes, and plan on long outings.
The Pro Anglers will get you hooked up, over and over.

Get a load of these
fish-savvy additions:

Keep rods rigged and close
at hand in the Horizontal
Rod Storage area, tips safely
protected from brushy snags.

The Lowrance Ready built-in
transducer mount with pre-installed thruhull cable plugs allows quick, no-drill, no
glue fishfinder installation.

Pack plenty of tackle and
other gear, and don’t forget
to stash your catch. There’s
vast storage space under the

Large Front Hatch with
Removable Liner.
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The MirageDrive 180 gets you where
you’re going with minimal effort. Intuitive and
efficient, the revolutionary bio-engineered
design boasts many advantages over the
paddle. Hands-free propulsion means your
fishing rod is where it should be – in your
hands. The 180 feature shifts propulsion from
forward to reverse at a whim.

Stretch out and really huck that cast.
The Standing Platform with
Deck Pads is a spacious perch.
Steer with your fingertips.
The soft handle of the

Rudder Control

makes steering easy.

The PA family’s Vantage Seating is our
most refined and spacious. Take comfort to a
new level with back, bottom, BOA-set lumbar
and kick stand height adjustability. You won’t
want to hop off at the end of the day. Good
thing Vantage Seating is removable to use
on shore. Vantage ST comes on the PA 12
and 14, and Vantage XT on the PA 17T.

Enhance the feeling of security when standup fishing. The optional H-Bar is a sturdy
leaning post and grab rail, compatible with
H-Bar accessories.
It’s a handy helper
when you’re
moving to or from
the seat. Fold it
down to deck
level when it’s not
needed.

Deploy the tracking Skeg for
improved course keeping when
covering long distances. Retract
for enhanced maneuverability.

Slide your tackle
trays right into the
Pro Angler Series’

Pivoting Tackle
Management
System.

There’s no need to drill holes when
rigging a Pro Angler. Twelve-sided
Hobie H-Rail bars hold a variety
of accessories securely. Ditch the
power tools in favor of one or more
optional H-Rail Tackle Bins, Rod
Racks, Cup Holders, Rod Holders
and / or Mounting Plates.

The spacious Cargo Area has
plenty of room for an optional
Livewell or H-Crate, or whatever else
you need to tote. A pair of nearby
vertical molded-in Rod Holders are
ideally angled for trolling.

hobiekayaks.com
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PRO ANGLER 17T

With innovative multiple seating options for one or two
casters, the 17T is the king of Pro Anglers. Set up the fully adjustable
Vantage XT Seating (extra tall) in the in-line tandem configuration (guide style),
face-to-face (ideal for fishing with small fry), or as a single (so much space!); three steering
handles cover all the possibilities. Fishing rod storage both front and rear holds an
astounding dozen rods—bring the entire quiver. Customize accessory placement on more
than 20 feet of H-Rail system. Both users can stand and fish in comfort and each cockpit
is fitted with a large rectangular hatch with pivoting tackle management system; there’s even
additional under-seat storage. An aft battery platform stands ready to house a 12v trolling motor
battery, a cooler or crate to carry even more gear. Heighten the PA17T experience with these optional
accessories: Adjustable H-Bar, Livewell, Trolling Motor Platform and H-Crate Storage System.
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PRO ANGLER 17T SEATING CONFIGURATIONS:
Choose the right set-up for every situation
Everyone has their own style of fishing and a specific
way they like to rig their boat. The PA17T provides
three different seating configurations to suit your
needs; traditional in-line tandem, face-to-face social
tandem, or solo. There’s plenty of deck room and
options available to customize your next trip, whether
single or with your best friend.

IN-LINE TANDEM

SOCIAL TANDEM (FACE-TO-FACE)

THE PRO ANGLER 17T IS WAITING FOR
YOU AND A FRIEND TO ENJOY YOUR
BIGGEST CATCHES.

SOLO

hobiekayaks.com
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SOMETIMES YOU HAVE TO
BLEND IN TO STAND OUT.

SERIES
Available for the Mirage Outback,
Mirage Pro Angler 12, and Mirage Pro Angler 14.
Each hull boasts a camouflage pattern unique to it,
and comes with special camo graphics and pads.
Additionally, the Mirage Outback will feature a
large rudder for increased maneuverability and
MD180 turbo fins.
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MIRAGE

i9S / i11S / i12S / i14T
Hobie Mirage Inflatable Series kayaks offer on-the-water
performance that rivals rigid boats. Rugged, PVC-vinyl

construction and reinforced undersides eliminate fears
of rocky beaches. The compact i9S was specifically

designed for people shy on spare acreage but who

dream of spending their time kayaking. The low profile
i11S takes MirageDrive motivation and distills it to its

essence. It is the lightest weight hands-free kayak in the

Hobie fleet, yet fully featured. The Mirage i12S is longer,

offering speed without sacrificing stability. The Hobie i14T
is the ultimate two-person, inflatable touring kayak. Two
MirageDrives simplify locomotion.

Mirage i9S: L 9'/2.74 m, W 36"/0.91 m, Cap. 325 lbs./147 kg

Mirage i11S: L 11' 3"/3.4 m, W 39"/1 m, Cap. 400 lbs./181.4 kg

Mirage i12S: L 12'/3.66 m, W 36"/0.91 m, Cap. 500 lbs./227 kg
Mirage i14T: L 14'/4.3 m, W 36"/0.91 m, Cap. 550 lbs./249 kg

i9S
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i11S

i12S

i14T

hobiekayaks.com
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HOBIE MIRAGE INFLATABLES

Hobie Mirage Inflatables - convenience,
portability and a great ride.
The Hobie i-Series combines the MirageDrive with innovative
inflatable hulls. Perfect for the kayaker who is short on space or
storage. Hobie inflatables pack nicely within their rolling travel bag
and come with a supplied pump. They can fit in the trunk of your car,
on your boat, in your RV, or an aircraft baggage compartment. You can
even take them on your next vacation.

The Inflatable family includes all
the features of our MirageDrive
kayaks, plus these airy additions:
With Carrying Handles forward,
aft and amidships, portaging is easier
and more comfortable.

The 1000

Denier
PVC Hull is built tough

to provide years of fun.

INFLATABLE KIT INCLUDES:

Inflatable Series kayaks fold up for easy
transport and storage. Take it on the road
in the included Easy-Load Rolling
Travel Bag.
The high capacity piston
design Hand Pump is
easy to operate.
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The MirageDrive 180 gets you where you’re
going with minimal effort. Intuitive and efficient,
the revolutionary bio-engineered design boasts
many advantages over the paddle. Hands-free
propulsion means your fishing rod, camera or
cold drink is where it should be – in your hands.
The new 180 feature shifts propulsion from
forward to reverse at a whim.

You’ll never want to go home. State-ofthe-art Vantage CTi Seating offers
multiple points of adjustment
and the comfort of breathable
mesh. It can even be
used as a beach chair.

Covered, Locking Valves
lock into the pump for easier
inflation. When it’s time to
head home, they lock into open
position for quick deflation.

The optional Plug-In Cart
makes transportation from your car
to the water a breeze.
Optional adhesive iAccessory
Mounts allow full customization
of i-Series kayaks. Add rod holders,
cup holders, and other fittings.
Check our Parts and Accessories
Catalog for the full selection.

Hobie’s Twist and Stow Rudder is
there when you need it, gone when you
don’t. Simply pull one of the T-shaped
control handles to engage or disengage
the retractable rudder system. Fingertipoperated steering makes navigation a snap.

Inflatable Series kayaks feature a Drop Stitch Floor. “Drop Stitch” refers
to a method of construction that allows for much higher inflation pressures.
Thousands of tiny threads connect the top and bottom layers of the floor,
counterbalancing air pressure when it is inflated. This allows for remarkable
structural rigidity (and increased performance) without sacrificing portability.

Steer with your fingertips.
The soft handle of the
Rudder Control can
be mounted on either
side of the seat.

The Four-Piece

Aluminum Paddle

is ready to go. It fits in the
included rolling travel bag.

Big adventures demand plenty of gear.
The front and rear Cargo Areas with
Bungee tie-downs ensures it’s still there
when you get to camp.

hobiekayaks.com
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ADVENTURE ISLAND / TANDEM ISLAND
Sailing has never seemed so simple. When the wind

blows, the Island Series boats fly across the water. Both
the Mirage Adventure Island and the Mirage Tandem

Island are impressively approachable. The larger ‘TI,’ the
more powerful sailor of the two, has room for a friend.
They are Hobie’s ultimate blue water hunters, capable
of marlin teasing trolling speeds. Equip the accessory
trampoline kit for extra space for friends and gear.

Adventure Island

Find Your Local Island Club:
hobiecat.com/hobieislandclub

Mirage Adventure Island: L 16' 7"/5.05 m, W amas out 9' 6"/2.90 m, Cap. 400 lbs./181.44 kg
Mirage Tandem Island: L 18' 6"/5.64 m, W amas out 10'/3.05 m, Cap. 600 lbs./272 kg
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Tandem Island

THE ISLAND SERIES IS THE
ULTIMATE MULTI-MODE THREAT:
SAIL, PEDAL, PADDLE, FISH.

hobiekayaks.com
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HOBIE MIRAGE ISLANDS
Hobie’s legendary sailing know-how meets the
revolutionary MirageDrive 180 in the Mirage Island
series of trimaran sailing kayaks. Islands are forgiving,
stable, fast and exciting. MirageDrive pedal power is the
difference. No wind, no worry, but if it is blowing all the
better. Sailing maneuvers are so much easier with the
pedal drive standing by to get you through that tack.

4. The MirageDrive 180 makes the Mirage
Islands absolute showstoppers. Intuitive and
efficient, the revolutionary bio-engineered
system provides supplemental
propulsion that boasts many
advantages over a paddle.
Hands-free propulsion means
your fishing rod, camera or
cold drink is where it should
be – in your hands. The new
180 feature shifts propulsion
from forward to reverse at a whim.

The Island Series includes all the features of our
MirageDrive kayaks, plus these sailing additions:

5. Durable aluminum Aka

1. Island Series Roller Furling Boomless Mainsails
pack enough power to thrill experienced sailors, yet
remain supremely approachable for beginners. The carbon
composite mast mounts on a roller furler; the sail wraps
around the mast to easily trim its size to match conditions.

1

6. Tough rotomolded polyethylene

Ama Outriggers provide
ultimate stability.

2. The Island Rudder is oversized
for superior maneuverability.
3. The built-in, fully retractable, Kick-Up
Centerboard improves tracking
when under sail.
2
5
4

3
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Crossbars

pivot back to bring the amas against
the hull for docking, trailering, or to
land a fish.

6

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
The optional Aka Trampoline Set (shown above)
vastly multiplies Island deck space. Carry additional
crew or gear on the soft vinyl mesh, move weight
outboard for better performance in windy conditions,
and reduce spray in the cockpit. Fast (side-release)
buckles across aft aka allow quick aka folding.
The optional Spinnaker Kit augments Island
performance when sailing across the wind – a
broad reach – or sailing directly downwind. Simply
pull on the halyard line to launch, it stows directly
in the included snuffer system.

THE MIRAGE ISLAND SERIES BLENDS
TIMELESS DESIGN WITH HOBIE INNOVATION

The optional AI/TI Dolly improves the shore-side
maneuverability of Island Series boats. Includes a
hull / ama cradle, a pull handle, kick stand, and the
option of beach of hard-pack wheel styles.

hobiekayaks.com
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HOBIE PADDLE KAYAKS
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PADDLE

THE LANAI IS SMALL, SPORTY AND NIMBLE.
The Hobie Lanai glides smoothly and efficiently, despite its compact size. A clever,
rotomolded polyethylene hull maximizes stability while minimizing drag, and the
boat’s clean deck layout emphasizes paddling bliss while stripping all unneces-

sary clutter. The Lanai’s 9-foot bow-to-stern length is ideal for shorter paddlers but

it also accommodates taller kayakers thanks to its molded foot braces. And at only
46 pounds, the Lanai is easy to car-top, trailer or even walk to the beach.
Lanai: L 9'/2.74 m, W 30"/0.76 m, Cap. 250 lbs./113 kg

hobiekayaks.com
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QUEST 11 / QUEST 13

The Quest Series is Hobie’s performance paddling line, now

outfitted with supremely comfortable and adjustable Vantage CT
seating. The mid-sized Quest 11 is at home on a lake, bay or flat.
The Quest 13 is Hobie’s swiftest solo paddle kayak, with a sleek,

swell-eating stride. It has the sea legs for light touring, and excels
for fishing. An optional Twist and Stow rudder with foot steering
control keeps the bow pointed in the right direction.

Quest 11: L 11' 1"/3.38 m, W 29"/0.74 m, Cap. 300 lbs./136 kg
Quest 13: L 13'/3.96 m, W 28.5"/0.72 m, Cap. 350 lbs./159 kg

Quest 11
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Quest 13

NOW WITH
HOBIE VANTAGE SEATING

THE QUESTS MATCH PADDLING PERFORMANCE
WITH THE INDUSTRY-LEADING VANTAGE CT SEAT.

Seating doesn’t come any more comfortable

than our hyper-adjustable Vantage CT Seating,
fit for a king. With breathable fabric, BOA-set

lumbar support, and dual height settings, you’ll
never want to leave it. That’s why it’s removable

for use on the beach, in camp, or even at home.

hobiekayaks.com
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PADDLE

The Hobie Kona is a classic crossover paddle kayak. In two-person configuration, it
provides a stable ride and snappy, spin-in-a-second performance; when paddling

alone, the boat’s molded center seat keeps the boat well-trimmed and responsive.
The Odyssey is Hobie’s ultimate two-person paddling kayak, one with plenty of get
up and go. While it carries a trim width relative to its sleek, 14-foot waterline, the

Odyssey’s cleverly designed rotomolded polyethylene hull provides ample stability
for casting, catching or getting a novice out on the water. Its impressive payload

and smart deck design provide plenty of space for crew members and equipment,
and the center seat ensures proper balance for solo outings.
Kona: L 11' 6"/3.51 m, W 34"/0.86 m, Cap. 425 lbs./193 kg
Odyssey: L 14'/4.27 m, W 33"/0.84 m, Cap. 550 lbs./249 kg

Kona
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HOBIE THIN-BACK LIFE VEST

Features a thin foam back design... perfect for use
with Hobie Vantage seats. This thinner back profile
provides more mobility and comfort, while reducing
interference with taller seat backs.
S6100XX (XX = SIZE) MANGO
S6101XX (XX = SIZE) RED
S6102XX (XX = SIZE) GREEN
S6110XX (XX = SIZE) WOMEN’S MANGO
S6114XX (XX = SIZE) WOMEN’S BLUE

HATS

5032
5034
5029
5030
5033
5039
5031

KAYAK
HOBIE DAY
FIRST CAST
OLIVE PATCH
GREY PATCH
FISH BLUE/BLACK
FLYING H

PLUG-IN HEAVY DUTY CART
HOBIE INFANT/CHILD LIFE VEST

These are easy to adjust for different small sized
crews. (Mango)
S6770IMG <30 lbs
S6770CMG 30 to 50 lbs
S6770YMG 50 to 90 lbs

ROOF RACK PADS

Beefy car roof rack pads, made from durable black
polyester with Hobie diamond logo. Easy-on split
bottom with Velcro™ closure.
72045 24" ROOF RACK PAD (PAIR)
72046 36" ROOF RACK PAD (PAIR)
72044 24" AERO RACK PAD (PAIR)
72049 36" AERO RACK PAD (PAIR)

Highest capacity cart with very durable knobby
(Solid Foam) 26 cm wheels. Welded Stainless steel
frame. Wheels are easily removable for storage.
Also includes cart keeper feature and cart
clamps. This cart has the highest capacity. (225
lb Capacity) Suitable for Pro Angler and Tandem
Island. Best for transport over solid surfaces.
80046001 HEAVY DUTY CART

MIRAGEDRIVE STOW BAG

MIRAGE SAIL KIT

SPRAY TOP

HOBIE- MASTER OF WATER, WIND AND WAVES

Protect your MirageDrive...and other goods in your
car from the drive! This heavy-duty Cordura and mesh
bag fits the complete MirageDrive with standard fins
or the ST Turbo length.
80024 MIRAGEDRIVE BAG

Designed for active kayaking and sailing. Can be
worn with swim trunks or over a wetsuit. Mix and
match layers to get the comfort you desire. Spray and
wind protection. Beautiful styling and extra durable
construction. Construction Features: Neck and wrist
seals, Neoprene waist seal, Breathable 5000cm3
nylon shell, Offset chest pocket, Arm patch pocket.
Colors may vary.
HOBIE SPRAY TOP
3850SM / 3850MD / 3850LG / 3850XL

Comes with two-piece mast, a 20.25 ft2 sail, cordage,
fittings and a storage bag.
84512002 RED/SILVER
84514002 ORANGE/PAPAYA
84513002 SILVER/CHARTREUSE
84515002 CHARTREUSE/AQUA
84516002 i SERIES SAIL – PAPAYA/WHITE

17 chapters with 300 pages, 120,000 words of text and
585 photographs that document Hobie’s entire life
and career. Own a part of the legend!
87369116 BOOK - HOBIE - MASTER OF WATER,
WIND AND WAVES

KAYAK DOLLY
TIE-DOWN STRAPS

Rack tie-down straps, made of durable black
polypropylene webbing. Diagonal cut and ironed
ends make threading ends into buckles easier.
72042001 TIE DOWNS 12’ (PAIR)
72043001 TIE DOWNS 15’ (PAIR)

TRAILERS

This lightweight aluminum trailer system can
be ordered in different configurations to
accommodate up to four boats. Aluminum
construction ensures corrosion resistance, and a
sturdy build delivers a smooth, dependable ride.

Full size dollies for the Adventure / Tandem Island or Pro
Angler / Universal includes a hull / ama cradle, and a pull
handle. Much stronger and easier to load and use than
plug-in carts for larger, heavier models.
80046200 AI/TI DOLLY - WITH BEACH WHEELS
80046201 PA/UNI - WITH BEACH WHEELS
80046100 AI/TI DOLLY - WITH TUFF TIRES
80046101 PA/UNI - WITH TUFF TIRES
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POWER-POLE® MICRO ANCHOR AND SPIKE

Fast and secure anchoring for Hobie Pro Angler or Outback.
Includes Micro Driver Unit and 8.5ft Spike. This all-electric unit is
extremely quiet and easy to use. It works with a ¾" spike to stop
and anchor your kayak at the push of a button. It functions as
a conventional stakeout pole or shallow water anchor without
having to manually deploy it yourself. When the wind and water
are moving, you won’t be. With Power-Pole’s signature strong
hold, the Micro gives you a smooth stop on the spot in seconds.
Whether you’re anchored in sand, rock or mud - it’s swift, silent,
and secure.
72020083 POWER-POLE MICRO AND SPIKE
(Mounting requires Hobie mounting kits to properly distribute loads.
Not approved for use on other Hobie models at this time)

THE VISICARBON PRO™

The Visicarbon Pro combines a high visibility light and
safety flag with a light weight, low drag, and portable style.
Insert foam base into molded-in or Live Well rod holders
or flag attachment system provides a secure attachment
that allows the flag to be removed in seconds. Features:
Main mast section designed with carbon fiber tubing for
high strength and ultra light weight. The VISICarbon Pro™
weighs in at just 14 ounces, complete with 3 AA batteries.
The 48" long VISICarbon Pro™ breaks down to 14” long
in seconds. The folded unit can be stored inside the nylon
flag which doubles as carry bag.
72020040 SAFETY FLAG/LIGHT COMBO
(Suggested Mount 72020051 MightyMount See more Yakattack
mount options)

PARTS & ACCESSORIES CATALOG

From Catch Bags to Stake-Out Poles, Kayak
Trailers and Loading Systems, if it enhances
your fishing trip, Hobie has the accessories
you need. These pages show only a portion
of the options. Check out the vast lineup
in our Parts and Accessories Catalog at
hobiecat.com/catalogs-brochures/.

MOLDED-IN ROD HOLDER EXTENSION

These fit right into the molded-in rod holders and offer a larger
diameter sleeve that is deeper. Keep your fishing rods secure and
reels higher out of the water. Leash the holder extension to the
boat and the rod to the holder using the molded eyes.
72020014 ROD HOLDER EXTENSION

H-RAIL ROD HOLDER

KAYAK CART “PLUG-IN” HOBIE TRAX “2-30”

All of the great features of a Trax 2 cart with higher capacity!
The Trax “2-30” cart has 30 cm tires, bringing the capacity up
to 242 lbs. Even with a lighter load, the Trax 2-30 will be the
best plug-in cart for sand. Older V1 Tires shown.
80043001 TRAX “2-30” CART

LIVEWELL

The H-Rail Rod Holder clamps to Hobie’s H-Rail making it
easily adjustable along the H-Rail or rotated to a desired angle
inboard or outboard. A second lever allows the rod tube to be
rotated at angles forward to aft. The rod holder can be clamped
facing inboard or outboard depending on the desired use.
72020098 ROD HOLDER / H-RAIL

Hobie Livewells are cleverly designed to minimize drag and
limit noise. The fully self-contained units draw water quietly
through a scupper. Accommodates rods, and comes fully
assembled including batteries and charger. The Livewell fits
most any Hobie kayak.
72020007 Hobie Livewell

LOWRANCE 7TI FISHFINDER
INFLATABLE PFD

Light weight and comfortable. Ready when you need it,
manual CO2 inflation or buy mouth inflator allows for
swimming, wading and intentional immersion. Available in
Mango, Tan/Gray or Red/Gray.
S6779MG MANGO
S6779TG TAN / GRAY
S6779RG RED / GRAY
S6779R PFD INFLATABLE REARM KIT
Note: Air Shipping Restrictions Co2 / Dangerous Goods

LED backlit 7" color touch screen display, 800X480 resolution,
CHIRP sonar (med&high) plus DownScan and SideScan imaging
(455&800kHz), Built in 10 kHz GPS antenna, Built in wireless
connectivity, TrackBack sonar history, Multi Window display allows for
up to a four-panel view, Built in basemap with 3000 lakes, Optional
mapping including Lake insight and Nautic insight map cards as well
as Navionics premium and Navionics +, Insight Genesis to create
custom maps, Totalscan transducer will not work with Lowrance®
Ready built-in transducer mount found on some Hobie kayaks;
please consult your Hobie kayak dealer for installation suggestions.
72020206 ELITE 7 TI

(Hobie Recommends Mount 72023024 & Install Kit 72020011, 72020039 or 72020070)

ADJUSTABLE H-BAR

Standing support for Kayaks! The adjustable H-Bar will integrate with
all H-Rail accessories for easy customization. It folds up when you need
it and away when you don’t. The aluminum extrusion is strong and
lightweight for leaning against or holding on to while entering/exiting
the boat or pulling yourself up from a seated to a standing position.
Fully adjustable to fit a wide variety of kayaks. The PA17 requires an
adapter kit (extra set of H-Rail clamps and a longer center bar) when
used at the middle and aft seat positions.
84500114 HOBIE ADJUSTABLE H-BAR
84500115 PA17 H-RAIL ADAPTER KIT
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MIRAGE KAYAKS

MIRAGE PRO ANGLERS

SPORT

OUTBACK

REVOLUTION 11 REVOLUTION 13 REVOLUTION 16 OUTFITTER

OASIS

PRO ANGLER 12

PRO ANGLER 14

PRO ANGLER 17T

Page 10

Page 12

Page 14

Page 14

Page 14

Page 16

Page 18

Page 20

Page 20

Page 20

Single

Single

Single

Single

Single

Tandem

Tandem

Single

Single

Tandem

LENGTH

9' 7" / 2.92 m

12' 1" / 3.68 m

11' 6" / 3.51 m

13' 5" / 4.09 m

16' / 4.88 m

12' 8" / 3.86 m

14' 6" / 4.42 m

12' / 3.66 m

13' 8" / 4.17 m

17' / 5.18 m

WIDTH

29.5" / 0.75 m

33" / 0.84 m

29" / 0.74 m

28.5" / 0.72 m

27.5" / 0.7 m

34" / 0.86 m

33" / 0.84 m

36" / 0.91 m

38" / 0.97 m

43.5" / 1.1 m

225 lbs. / 102 kg #

400 lbs. / 181 kg #

275 lbs. / 125 kg #

350 lbs. / 159 kg #

350 lbs. / 159 kg #

425 lbs. / 193 kg # *

550 lbs. / 249 kg # *

500 lbs. / 227 kg #

600 lbs. / 272 kg #

900 lbs. / 408 kg #

FITTED HULL WEIGHT

61 lbs. / 28 kg

81 lbs. / 37 kg

64 lbs. / 29 kg

70.5 lbs. / 32 kg

75.5 lbs. / 34 kg

90 lbs. / 41 kg

93 lbs. / 42 kg

105 lbs. / 48 kg

120.5 lbs. / 55 kg

206.5 lbs. / 94 kg

FULLY RIGGED WEIGHT

78 lbs. / 35 kg

99 lbs. / 45 kg

81 lbs. / 37 kg

88 lbs. / 40 kg

92 lbs. / 42 kg

121.5 lbs. / 55 kg

127 lbs. / 58 kg

129.5 lbs. / 59 kg

145.5 lbs. / 66 kg

244 lbs. / 111 kg

PAGE
CREW

CAPACITY

COLORS

COLORS
MIRAGE SERIES

Caribbean
Blue
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Golden
Papaya

PRO ANGLER SERIES

Red
Hibiscus

Ivory
Dune

KAYAKING & FISHING COLLECTION

Olive

Camo*

*Outback Only

Yellow*

Dune

INFLATABLE SERIES

Camo*
*PA12 & PA14 Only

Mango/Slate Blue

ISLAND SERIES

Golden
Papaya

Red
Hibiscus

PADDLE SERIES

Ivory
Dune

Caribbean
Blue

Golden
Papaya

Red
Hibiscus

Ivory
Dune

Olive

(Quests Only)

MIRAGE INFLATABLES

MIRAGE ISLANDS

PADDLE KAYAKS

i9S

i11S

i12S

i14T

ADVENTURE ISLAND

TANDEM ISLAND

LANAI

QUEST 11

QUEST 13

KONA

ODYSSEY

Page 28

Page 28

Page 28

Page 28

Page 32

Page 32

Page 37

Page 38

Page 38

Page 40

Page 40

Single

Single

Single

Tandem

Single

Tandem

Single

Single

Single

Tandem

Tandem

9' / 2.74 m

11' 3” / 3.4 m

12' / 3.66 m

14' / 4.3 m

16' 7" / 5.05 m

18' 6" / 5.64 m

9' / 2.74 m

11' 1" / 3.38 m

13' / 3.96 m

11' 6" / 3.51 m

14' / 4.27 m

36" / 0.91 m

39" / 1 m

36" / 0.91 m

36" / 0.91 m

w/ Amas Out: 9' 6" / 2.90 m
w/ Amas In: 44" / 1.12 m

w/ Amas Out: 10' / 3.05 m
w/ Amas In: 4' / 1.22 m

30" / 0.76 m

29" / 0.74 m

28.5" / 0.72 m

34" / 0.86 m

33" / 0.84 m

325 lbs. / 147 kg

400 lbs. / 181.4 kg

500 lbs. / 227 kg

550 lbs. / 249 kg

400 lbs. / 181.44 kg #

600 lbs. / 272 kg #

250 lbs. / 113 kg #

300 lbs. / 136 kg #

350 lbs. / 159 kg #

425 lbs. / 193 kg # 550 lbs. / 249 kg #

41 lbs. / 18.6 kg

35.5 lbs. / 16.1 kg

53.5 lbs. / 24.3 kg

67.1 lbs. / 30.4 kg

102 lbs. / 46 kg

130 lbs. / 59 kg

46 lbs. / 21 kg

57 lbs. / 25.9 kg

65.5 lbs. / 30 kg

68 lbs. / 31 kg

81.5 lbs. / 37 kg

70 lbs. / 31.8 kg

64.5 lbs. / 29.3 kg

82.4 lbs. / 37.4 kg

111.4 lbs. / 50.6 kg

185 lbs. / 84 kg

240 lbs. / 109 kg

50.5 lbs. / 23 kg

62 lbs. / 28.1 kg

70.5 lbs. / 32 kg

78 lbs. / 35 kg

91.5 lbs. / 42 kg

NOTES
Fitted Hull Weight: Includes all permanently-attached standard features
(e.g., hatches, handles, rudder, hardware).

# Meets NMMA (National Marine Manufacturers

Fully Rigged Weight: Includes the Fitted Hull Weight, plus all other
standard features that are removable, e.g. MirageDrive, seat, paddles, gear
bucket, cassette plug, Pro Anglers (removable liner), Islands (sail, amas, akas,
daggerboard), Inflatables (travel bag, pump, repair kit).

* See website for info on load distribution

Association) certification for flotation.

All colors, graphics and specifications of all
models are subject to change without notice.
Published boat dimensions are estimated
and may deviate slightly due to unavoidable
manufacturing variables.
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HOBIE CAT COMPANY
Holding Company
Oceanside, CA, U.S.A.
1-800-HOBIE-49
hobiecat.com
HOBIE CAT AUSTRALASIA
Subsidiary
Huskisson, NSW, Australia
1-800-4-HOBIE
hobiecat.com.au
HOBIE CAT EUROPE
Subsidiary
Toulon, France
+33 (0) 494 08 78 78
hobie-cat.net
HOBIE KAYAK EUROPE
Independent Distributor
Stellendam, The Netherlands
+31 (0) 187 499 440
hobie-kayak.com
HOBIE CAT BRASIL
Independent Distributor
Porto Belo, Santa Catarina, Brasil
+55 (47) 3369 6096
hobiecat.com.br
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